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 and Arne ? Or to Handel, much of whose work,

 in spite of his German birth, is probably as English

 as any of them ?

 Even this, we feel instinctively, would not do;

 the result would be a cramping and a fettering.

 Some writers, aware of these grave difficulties,

 seem willing to admit that there is no ready-made

 national idiom, and they propose that one should

 be created. Then who is to create it, and enforce

 its acceptance ? If a great composer arises among

 us, he may indeed have his own mannerism--

 though the less of it the better unless it is entirely

 secondary; and his influence will undoubtedly

 form a school and perhaps a lasting tradition.

 Such a school, such a tradition, might con-

 ceivably do great things; but its result would

 spring from individuality, not nationality. What'

 does difference of language matter if we have

 anything to say? And music, happily, has no

 such division of languages; surely we do not wish

 to produce any. Music is a universal language,

 and speaks for that which is universal. We are

 trying gradually to escape from the limitations of

 Babel; we are trying to understand and meet

 each other, to break down partitions, to attain an

 ideal of wide brotherhood. In music such a con.

 dition is already existent. The great man is

 coloured by his surroundings, but not produced

 by them. Burns, born in Scotland, wrote Scots

 songs; born in Italy, he would have written

 Italian songs. The secondary value of his work

 is that which is local and temporary; the true

 value of his work is something deeper. Some are

 only strong enough to be local and temporary;

 they have their reward, their local and popular

 applause; they never join the band of the

 immortals. If we counsel British musicians to

 consciously produce British music, we are counsel-

 ling them to limitation. An idiom, it is true, may

 conceal paucity of thought, it may veil defect of

 originality; it may be a fine thing for the second-

 rate. The mere fact that it can be assumed at

 will condemns its conscious assumption. Some

 local colour we may be unable to escape; it may

 affect our manner of saying a thing; also, if

 personality be strong, there will be some personal

 mannerism. But to assume a mannerism is always

 deadly. When we look at our best native com-

 posers to-day we may congratulate ourselves that,

 in their purest music, they have not ostentatiously

 sought to be British, but have simply tried to

 express what was in them. Only so far as they

 have done this have they risen above the common-

 place. However marked its idiom, we do not

 want British music to be a national commonplace.

 Art must satisfy two requirements that may seem

 contraries but are really complementaries: it must

 be both individual and universal. There is no

 room for the merely national.

 The illustrated souvenir booklet of the Borough Organists'

 Camp Entertainments at Dover is a record of excellent work

 carried out throughout the war under the direction of

 Mr. II. J. Taylor. This organization supplied concerts to no

 fewer than forty-eight camp centres in the district.

 CONCERNING CUTS.

 By ALFRED KALISCH.

 There is hardly a question connected with music

 about which there is more fine confused thinking

 than that of cuts ; or, to speak more academically,

 abbreviations; or, to quote a phrase from Sir

 Thomas Beecham's announcement of the pro-

 duction of 'Parsifal,'" the elimination of unnecessary

 detail.'

 In fact, most people do not think about it at all.

 They are content to jog along unquestioning, in the

 inherited belief reiterated by many teachers, that it

 is lise majesti to cut the classics, because cuts

 spoil their form; that the moderns may be cut,

 because, poor dears, they have no form, and if

 they have, it is so bad that a change can only

 improve it. To think otherwise is not respectable :

 only the half-educated or the very young with a wild

 desire to shock their elders would think otherwise.

 The present writer is certainly not young, and

 does feel that current opinions require reconsidera-

 tion.

 We pretend that we do not cut the classics.

 But is it so? How often do we hear a classical

 work with all the repeats. Is there ever a per-

 formance of 'Dio Giovanni,' or 'Figaro,' with all

 the numbers in it ? Or of the B minor Mass or

 the 'St. Matthew' Passion of Bach ? It may be

 doubted, too, whether the individual numbers of

 these works are not shortened. But we make

 a fine show of not noticing it.

 It would surely be better to acknowledge that

 we do these things. If it were done openly we

 should be much more likely to evolve a reasonable

 system, and to discover when cuts are allowable

 and when not. It is really a question that goes

 deeper than the technique of form. It is rather a

 question of psychology. We do not live in a

 deliberate age, and the world is impatient of

 control. It is no good telling the world that it

 ought to like long works; it refuses to do so.

 Our present way of thinking, or not thinking,

 about these things leads to a great deal of

 insincerity. There are scores of violinists who

 really think in their heart of hearts that the Finale

 of Beethoven's Violin Concerto and the first move-

 ment of Brahms's Concerto are too long-but they

 never dare to say so, except in private. There are

 pianists also who think the same of the last

 movement of the ' Emperor ' Concerto; and of every

 movement of the ' Hammerklavier' Sonata, but they

 have not the courage of their convictions. They

 are afraid of what would happen to them if they

 acted on them in public.

 It may seem a startling paradox, but a liberal,

 almost revolutionary policy in this respect is

 probably the only thing that will prevent a rapid

 defection of many music-lovers from the ranks of

 devotees to the classics. It may be deplorable,

 but the mentality of the age has to be reckoned

 with. The time will soon arrive when concert-

 givers of all types will say with reason that people

 will not come to hear the unabbreviated classics,

 and that they must be shortened or put on the
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 shelf. The first alternative shocks the musicians'

 sense of propriety-naturally. But the second

 would be a real disaster. A regrettable choice of

 evils; yet many signs point to the fact that it will

 soon have to be made. It is better to make it

 deliberately, to let those who really know suggest

 how it should be done, than to leave such things

 to the caprice of individual performers and con-

 ductors as is the case now.

 Two concrete instances-extreme ones, it is true

 -will help to enforce this argument. We all

 know that Schubert's C major Symphony is a

 masterpiece, and that its appearance on a pro-

 gramme suffices to empty a concert hall. The

 'Unfinished' is a sure draw. People often say

 'But there are finer bits in the C major than any-

 thing here.' If anyone had the courage to reduce

 that Symphony to a size equal to that of the

 'Unfinished,' it would become as familiar as its

 fellow. It would be known and loved by

 thousands who never hear it now.

 Another instance is 'The Ring.' It is a thing

 in a class by itself, of course, but in a little

 conversation at which I was once present on the

 subject of cutting 'The Ring,' things were said that

 are of universal application. The late Dr. Richter

 was once inveighing against the wholly inartistic

 cuts that some conductors made, and a singer

 said the present want of system was distracting.

 He had sung the same part in three different

 theatres in a fortnight, and had had to study three

 different versions. A third person then suggested

 that a commission consisting of the Doctor himself,

 Levi, and Mottl-both of whom were then also

 alive-should publish an authorized abbreviated

 version for everyday use of all the Wagner music-

 dramas. He said it would be an artistic crime.

 It was pointed out that the absence of guidance

 from inspired quarters led to the perpetration of

 worse crimes. And so it is throughout the realm

 of music.

 There is a cognate point on which another

 article might be written. It is tacitly assumed to

 be a sin to play one movement of a Symphony, or

 a Quartet, or a Suite. The result is that many

 beautiful movements are practically moribund, or

 certainly are not heard as often as they ought to be,

 because of the dead weight they have to carry with

 them. The most striking case is that of the early

 Symphonies of Beethoven. Each of them, the

 Ist, 2nd, and 4th, has one movement which

 hundreds would love to hear, but never do hear,

 only because the whole Symphonies would keep

 audiences away from a concert. So it is with

 the 'Pilgrims' March' from Mendelssohn's ' Italian'

 Symphony or the Scherzo of the 'Scotch' Symphony,

 and instances might easily be multiplied from

 Quartets, Trios, and Sonatas of all types. Here

 too is an opportunity of clearing our minds of cant.

 Some very good people hold up their hands in

 horror when they hear the 'Dorabella' Variation

 of Elgar played by itself, but when asked why the

 procedure is dreadful, they really do not know,

 except that 'the movement is torn from the context.'

 But presumably the composer sanctions it, and he

 knows best. Probably the composers of the past

 would be more broad-minded than the purists of

 to-day, and would have a clearer perception of the

 artistic necessities of the present.

 THE HUMOUR OF STRAVINSKY.

 By LEIGH HENRY.

 Among the vanguard of musical humorists

 stands Igor Stravinsky, in whose work music attains

 not only a new objective treatment based directly

 upon investigation of the aural nature of sound,

 but also an intrinsic expression of humour unknown

 to it before. The expressive capacities of sound

 which his empiric experiments have brought to

 light have given music a range of human mood-

 content hitherto unknown. In this content,

 humour, as in actual life, naturally occupies a

 prominent place, not only as a 'literary' motive,

 as has up to the present been the case, but also in

 the actual aural matter of the media in which it is

 expressed.

 This intrinsically musical type of humour is

 naturally a comparatively late development in

 Stravinsky's music. Its potential presence is

 apparent, however, in his earliest work. There

 is latent whimsicality in the quality of the music

 he composed for the three Pushkin poems, entitle

 collectively 'Shepherdess and Faun.' This has a

 semi-literary quality, however, owing to the French

 classical sentiment of the words. Of a like

 suggestive type is the ' Fantastic Scherzo' for

 orchestra, as also are certain imitative effects in

 'The Fire Bird.'

 It is in the burlesque ballet-scenes of

 'Petroushka' that the objective development

 of Stravinsky's humour, both spiritually and

 musically, is first apparent. Here Stravinsky

 takes place with the world's greatest comedy-

 writers. 'Petroushka' is informed throughout

 by psychological insight, by keen critical

 observation of human significances and rela-

 tionships. Incorporate with this insight is an

 understanding compassion which, while never

 degenerating into sentimentality, yet places the

 work on that high level of comedy in which

 humour and tragedy are continually juxtaposed.

 One has but to recall the little passage, full of

 pained, bewildered, child-like questioning accom-

 panying the unfortunate Petroushka's examination

 of his grotesque, bruised body, to realise the

 element of human pity. Yet even here Stravinsky

 avoids all bathos. He is no sentimental romantic ;

 the misery and childish perplexity of the wretched

 doll-clown are there; but so also are his clumsiness,

 ineffectuality, and stupidity:

 Adagietto. (" Petroushka," Tableau 2.)

 Ex. i. y  Ex. . :- L_ - 8va ...... ........... ................................

 (Piano with Orchestra.)
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